This paper investigates the tradeoff between energyefficiency (EE) and spectral-efficiency (SE) for full-duplex (FD) enabled cellular networks. We assume that small cell base stations are working in the FD mode while user devices still work in the conventional half-duplex (HD) mode. First, a necessary condition for a FD transceiver to achieve better EE-SE tradeoff than a HD one is derived. Then, we analyze the EE-SE relation of a FD transceiver in the scenario of single pair of users and obtain a closed-form expression. Next, we extend the result into the multiuser scenario and prove that EE is a quasi-concave function of SE in general and develop an optimal algorithm to achieve the maximum EE based on the Lagrange dual method. Our analysis is finally verified by extensive numerical results.
I. INTRODUCTION
Full-duplex (FD) communications have achieved more and more attentions because of the potential to double the wireless link capacity [1] . With the current self-interference (SI) cancellation techniques, such as propagation domain suppression, analog cancellation, and digital cancellation, SI can be mitigated to a sufficiently low level, to make the FD communications practically implementable. Recently, there has been some work in facilitating the application of FD enabled cellular networks from the perspective of enhancing spectral-efficiency (SE) [2] , [3] .
Since power consumption of mobile devices is increasing rapidly whereas the battery capacity is still limited, energyefficiency (EE) becomes a more and more important metric for cellular networks. The EE design of wireless systems has been investigated since a decade ago. It is well known that the EE and SE cannot be simultaneously optimized in general, especially when the circuit power consumption is considered. The EE-SE tradeoff in downlink OFDMA networks has been initially studied in [4] . For OFDMA networks, EE is a quasiconcave function of SE. The quasi-concavity of the EE-SE relation has also been extended into other systems, such as the amplify-and-forward relay network [5] , the type-I ARQ system [6] , and the cognitive radio network [7] . However, the EE-SE tradeoff of the FD enabled network has not been addressed yet.
In this paper, we will investigate the EE-SE relation in FD enabled networks where small cell base stations (BSs) are working in the FD mode while user devices work in the conventional half-duplex (HD) mode. The main challenge here is to deal with both SI and co-channel interference (CCI), which render it difficult to analyze the EE-SE tradeoff. We first find a necessary condition for FD communications to outperform the conventional HD communications in term of EE-SE tradeoff when the residual SI (RSI) power is constant as in [8] . Then, the closed-form expression of the EE-SE tradeoff is found and the EE is proved to be a quasi-concave function of the SE when considering only one pair of users. Moreover, the quasiconcavity is further extended to the multi-user scenario. Based on the quasi-concavity, the optimal algorithm is developed to achieve the maximum EE for a given SE region, which contains two loops. The inner loop solves the EE maximization problem for a given SE by the Lagrange dual decomposition (LDD) technique [9] while the outer loop achieves the optimal EE for different SEs based on the bisection method.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the system model for the FD network and formulate the EE-SE tradeoff problem. In Section III, the necessary condition for FD communications to outperform HD communications in term of EE-SE tradeoff is derived.
In Section IV, we analyze the EE-SE relation for a single pair of users. In Section V, we extend our study to the multi-user scenario and propose an optimal algorithm to maximize EE for a given SE region. Numerical results are presented in Section VI and the whole paper is concluded in Section VII.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we introduce the system model and then formulate the EE-SE tradeoff problem.
A. System model
As depicted in Fig. 1 , we consider a time-division (TD) single picocell network with the small BS (SBS) located at the center of the cell. The SBS is FD enabled whereas the user devices still work in the conventional HD mode due to their limited hardware capability of SI cancellation.
When the SBS is in FD mode, an uplink user and a downlink user can be paired to communicate simultaneously. At the same time, two kinds of interference are consequently incurred: SI at the SBS affecting the uplink transmission and CCI affecting the downlink transmission. In this paper, we assume that the RSI power after SI cancellation is a constant, 978-1-5090-2482-7/16/$31.00 ©2016 IEEE which can be known to the SBS in advance [8] . As in Fig. 1 , denote ℎ U as the uplink carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR) of user , which can be expressed as
where is the path loss constant, is the fading coefficient, is the distance from the user to the SBS, is the path loss exponent, and 0 is the power of the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). In the sequel, for notation simplicity and without loss of generality, we assume that 0 is normalized according to the transmit power, i.e., 0 = 1. Similarly, we can define ℎ D as the downlink CNR of user and ℎ , as the CCI CNR from uplink user to downlink user . We assume that the SBS can acquire the instantaneous channel state information (CSI) of all involved links to perform centralized resource allocation.
Consider a picocell with pairs of users. As in Fig.  1 , uplink user and downlink user are assumed to be paired, i.e., they communicate simultaneously. In this case, the achievable uplink and downlink data rates can be expressed as
respectively, where is the system bandwidth, U and D are the uplink and downlink transmit powers, respectively, and is the normalized RSI power. Denote tot as the system throughput, which can be expressed as
where is the normalized time-slot length allocated to user pair ( , ). Denote tot as the total transmit power, as
B. Problem formulation
For the network mentioned above, the EE and SE can be defined as
respectively, where represents the inverse of the power amplifier efficiency and fix is the total fixed circuit power consumption of the system. Therefore, in this network, the EE-SE tradeoff problem can be formulated as maximizing the EE for a given SE. It can be mathematically formulated as *
where (6c) and (6d) are the fairness constraints, which guarantee minimum amount of time-slots for both uplink and downlink users, respectively. In the following sections, we approach the problem in (6) in the following three aspects. First, the EE-SE tradeoff comparison between FD communications and HD communications is analyzed and a necessary condition for FD communications to be better than HD communications is derived. Then, the EE-SE tradeoff problem in the scenario of single pair of users is investigated to get some insights. In this scenario, EE is proved to be a quasi-concave function of SE. Next, we will show that EE is also quasi-concave on SE even in the multi-user scenario and hence a global optimal solution can be developed.
III. FD OR HD COMMUNICATIONS?
Before investigating the EE-SE tradeoff problem for FD enabled networks, it is important to understand in which case FD communications are better than HD communications. In this section, a necessary condition for FD communications to be better than HD communications is found.
Denote F and H as the transmit powers of FD mode and HD mode, respectively. Denote F and H as the data rate of FD mode and HD mode, respectively. Then, we have
) .
The EE comparison problem between FD communications and HD communications can be formulated as comparing the EE with the same SE, that is, compare
when F = H = tot . By comparing F and H for same SE, a necessary condition can be derived, as presented in the following theorem and proved in Appendix A.
Theorem 1: If FD communications have a better EE-SE tradeoff than HD communications, the following condition must be satisfied
From Theorem 1, we have the following intuitive but insightful observations.
• If the CNR of the CCI link, ℎ , is greater than a threshold, i.e., (1 + ) −1 min(ℎ U , ℎ D ), HD communications will have a better EE-SE tradeoff than FD communications. • The FD communications would have a better EE-SE tradeoff than the HD communications only if is less than a threshold,
Otherwise, HD mode should be used due to the large RSI power. Note that although (9) in Theorem 1 is not a sufficient condition, it is close to the sufficient condition especially when the uplink CNR is close to the downlink CNR and the transmit power is small, as explained in Appendix A. Nevertheless, (9) will be used as the pre-condition where the FD mode should be used in the sequel.
IV. ONE PAIR OF USERS
In this section, we start with the scenario of single pair of users to gain some insights of the EE-SE tradeoff. In this case, transmit power allocation can be expressed in a closed-form. Moreover, the maximum EE, * EE , in this case can be proved to be a quasi-concave function of SE, and therefore the global optimal EE can be achieved for any given SE region.
For a given user pair ( , ), the EE-SE tradeoff problem in (6) can be simplified into *
subject to
Obviously, for a given tot , the solution to (10) remains the same when the objective function is replaced by min = min( U + D ), since the other parameters are constants. Therefore, we first analyze the minimum transmit power min and then investigate the relation between * EE ( tot ) and tot . By applying some simple mathematical derivations, the constraint in (10a) can be rewritten into
where = 2 tot . Furthermore, the relation between U and D in (11) forms a conic curve with the solution to min locating at d D d U = −1. By jointly considering (11) and the first derivative, min can be solved in a closed-form, as
where the conditions 1 and 2 are defined as
and 1 , 2 , and 3 are defined as
Furthermore, it can also be proved that the solution space
From (12), we can further prove that min is a monotone convex and strictly increasing function of tot , as presented in the following theorem and proved in Appendix B.
Theorem 2: Under the condition that FD communications are better than HD communications, that is, (9) holds, the minimum transmit power, min , increases with tot and is monotone convex.
According to Theorem 2, we now come up with the following theorem, as proved in Appendix C.
Theorem 3: The maximum EE, * EE ( tot ) is a quasiconcave function of the SE, SE , in the scenario of single pair of users.
In [4] , the quasi-concavity of EE-SE relation has also been demonstrated in downlink OFDMA networks with HD communications. However, different from the conventional HD networks, the FD network has two additional kinds of interference: SI and CCI. Besides, the uplink transmission and the downlink transmission are coupled, which makes the EE-SE tradeoff analysis in FD networks more complicated than in HD networks. Theorem 3 shows that, under such complicate cases, the EE is still a quasi-concave function of the SE in the scenario of single pair of users. Therefore, the optimal EE can be achieved for any given SE region. In the next section, we will extend the result into the multi-user scenario.
V. MULTIPLE USER PAIRS
In this section, we investigate the EE-SE tradeoff in the multi-user scenario. We also show that the EE is a quasiconcave function of the SE in this case. Based on the quasi-convexity, the global optimal algorithm to achieve the maximum EE for a given SE region will be developed.
Similar to Section IV, we first consider maximizing the EE for a given SE. In the multi-user scenario, the objective function of (6) can be equivalently expressed as
where = U + D is the minimum total transmit power of user pair ( , ) in the FD mode.
Given the data rate of user pair ( , ) as = U + D , we have = min ( ), which can be expressed in (12). Substituting into (15) leads to a non-convex optimization problem due to the non-convexity of and . In the following, we will first transform the problem into a convex one.
We define an auxiliary variable aŝ = .
(16)
Then, by substituting it into (15), the EE maximization problem can be transformed into
which is convex with regard to the variables Γ = { } and R = {ˆ} when ∈ (0, 1], as proved in Appendix D. Based on the convexity of the EE maximization problem in (17), we further show that the EE is a quasi-concave function of the SE, as presented in the following theorem.
Theorem 4: The optimal EE, * EE ( tot ), is a quasi-concave function of the SE, SE = tot , in the scenario of multiple user pairs. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3. Therefore, the global optimum EE, * * EE = max tot * EE ( tot ), can be achieved for any given SE region, as elaborated in the following.
• The inner loop: For a fixed SE, i.e, tot , solve the convex problem in (17) to obtain * EE ( tot ). • The outer loop: Find the global optimum EE, * * EE , within the SE region. The detailed approach is omitted due to page limits.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In the simulation, we consider a single picocell network with a radius of 150 m. The FD enabled SBS is located at the center of the cell. User devices are uniformly distributed in the cell. The parameters of path loss fading and shadow standard deviation are according to [10] . Other major simulation parameters are listed in Table I . (d(km) ) The circuit power consumption, fix 0.1 W Fig. 2 presents the relation of the maximum EE, * EE ( tot ), and SE, SE , when = 6. From the figure, min tot increases with the SE , in both FD and HD networks. For the FD network, the larger the RSI power is, the more rapidly the transmit power increases. This is because that more transmit power is needed to surpass the RSI power to achieve the same SE when is large. In Fig. 2(b) , in both FD mode and HD mode, * EE first increases and then decreases with the SE, which indicates that * EE is a quasi-concave function of SE , and validates Theorem 4. Fig. 4 plots the maximum EE, * EE , for different numbers of user pairs, . For the FD mode, it can be observed that * EE increases with the number of FD user pairs because more users lead to more opportunities for paring users. However, for the HD network, * EE decreases with the number of user pairs. This is because that more resource needs to be allocated to guarantee the fairness constraints in (6c) and (6d) as the number of users increases, leading to the degradation of EE. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have investigated the EE-SE tradeoff for FD enabled picocell networks. With fixed RSI power model, we first derive a necessary condition for FD communications to outperform HD communications in term of EE-SE tradeoff. Then, EE-SE tradeoff problem is solved in a closed-form way in the scenario of single pair of users. We also prove that, in this scenario, the EE is a quasi-concave function of the SE. We then extend the result into the multi-user scenario and also prove the quasi-concavity of the EE-SE relation. Based on this, the global optimal solution to maximize the EE for any given SE region is developed. Numerical results have verified the effectiveness of our analysis.
APPENDIX A
We first consider the case where the data rate of FD mode is less than that of HD mode for a given transmit power, that is
Without loss of generality, we assume that ℎ U is no less than ℎ D . Therefore, (18) can be further expressed as
Since we have ℎ U ≥ ℎ D ,
which is a sufficient condition for (18). Moreover, by simplifying (20), a sufficient condition can be derived as
Similarly, if ℎ D > ℎ U , a similar condition in (21) by replacing ℎ D with ℎ U can be achieved. Therefore, the sufficient condition for (18) can be given as
To prove Theorem 1, we assume that F = H = tot and the minimum transmit power of FD mode and HD mode are F and H , respectively. Let * H be the data rate of HD mode when the total transmit power is F .
If (22) is satisfied, we have * H ≥ F = H . Since the data rate strictly increases with the transmit power in the HD mode, we have F ≥ H . This ends the proof.
APPENDIX B
For notation simplicity, we use as tot in the sequel. Since 2 and √ 2 are strictly convex on and affine transformation preserves convexity [9] , 1 , 2 , and 3 are strictly convex on . In the next, we prove the piecewise convex function in (12) is also convex.
As we have mentioned before, the solution space of
. We first consider the case that 1 ∪ ( 1 & 2 ). In this case,
(23) 
Without loss of generality, we assume 1 < 2 for any 1 , 2 ≥ 0. In the case that 1 < 2 ≤ or ≤ 1 < 2 , we can easily derive that
which is a necessary and sufficient condition for the convexity of min . For the case that 1 < < 2 , the left part of (25) can be decomposed as {
which indicates that the condition in (25) is also satisfied in this case.
Therefore, it can be concluded that min is convex when the solution space
, min can also be proved as a convex function of in a similar way.
APPENDIX C Define the super-level set of
* EE as = { tot | * EE ≥ }. * EE ( tot ) is quasi-concave if is convex for all . • For ≤ 0, is its domain, which is obviously convex. • For > 0, = { tot | tot − ( min ( tot ) + ) ≥ 0}. Since min ( tot ) is convex, is convex.
APPENDIX D
Note that the constraints (17a), (17b), (17c), and (17d) are linear. Therefore the problem in (17) is convex if the objective function is convex. In the following, we prove that the objective function, ∑ ∑ , is convex. Define ⎧  ⎨  ⎩ 1 ( , ) = 1 ( / ), 2 ( , ) = 2 ( / ),
where , ( = 1, 2, 3) are defined in (14). It can be easily prove that when ∈ (0, 1], 1 , 2 , and 3 are convex, since 2 and √ 2 are convex. Now we are ready to prove that ∑ ∑ is convex. Denote ( , ) = ( ,ˆ) in the sequel for simplicity. For notation simplicity, we use as and asˆ. As mentioned above, the solution space of has two cases. For the first case where 1 ∪ ( 1 & 2 ), the corresponding can be expressed as , we can easily derived that
which is the necessary and sufficient condition for the convexity of .
Next, we will prove that if , the condition in (28) is also satisfied. According to (24), for x ∈ , the first derivatives of 1 and 3 are equal, as ⎧     ⎨     ⎩
Denote x 0 = ( 2 , 2 log 2 1 ). The left part of (28) can be decomposed as
Since 1 is convex, it can be derived that
which indicates that (28) is satisfied. For the second case where the solution space of is 2 ∪ ( 1 & 2 ), it can also be proved that ( , ) = ( , ) is convex. Therefore, the objective function ∑ ∑ is convex.
